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This guide is designed to help you get started with your Business research. Find books, journal articles, and additional resources such as marketing information and company financial data available to you at SFU Library.
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News from our BUEC Buzz blog
Introduction

This guide is designed for students in Graduate Business Programs such as MBA, EMBA, MGT, GDBA and MSc Finance. It includes tips for literature searches, with emphasis on using business databases, which give you access to information not freely available on the open web.

Other starting points:
- Executive MBA in Indigenous Business and Leadership guide
- Belzberg Library Information for Graduate Business Programs
Belzberg Library Information for Graduate Business Programs

Belzberg Library information

We are the downtown Vancouver branch of Simon Fraser University Library.

Library Hours

Today Belzberg Library is CLOSED open 10:00am to 5:00pm.

Opening & Closing Times for all SFU libraries.
High-Level View

Likely publishers...

How and Why Questions

May be available for a lot of money or may not be available

Regulations, Trade Data, Industry Overviews, and more...

Directories and Industry Overviews

Key financials? News about actions taken?

Governments

Associations

Companies

Private Researchers

Academics

SFU Library
Why use the library?

Price
Print Only (?!?)
Findability
That one article...

My instructor told me to read *The Neighborhood Effect of Real Estate Maintenance* in the "Journal of Real Estate Finance & Economics."

What's my best bet?
Articles on the topic…

I need articles on asset allocation in hedge funds.

What’s my best bet?
Finding databases

Article databases

Finance
Databases for Finance

Top resources

**Business Source Complete**
Thousands of scholarly business journals, industry magazines, company profiles, and industry & market reports. This database offers information in virtually every area of business including accounting & tax, banking, finance & insurance, construction, computer science, economics and many more.

**WRDS : general access**
Datasets in the fields of finance, accounting, and economics, such as Compustat, CRSP, and NYSE TAQ. SFU undergraduate students should use this access option. SFU faculty members or graduate students who don’t want individual WRDS accounts may also use this option.

**Bloomberg**
Real-time and historical information on bonds, equities, commodities, currencies and funds in international markets. Bloomberg also provides company and executive profiles, analysts’ forecasts, and news on worldwide financial markets.

**S & P Capital IQ**
Global financial intelligence with an array of tools for analysis. Access deep company and industry research, view market snapshots for indices, mutual funds, futures, options, currencies, and commodities, and view profiles on private and public company executives, board members and investment professionals.

**Thomson Reuters Eikon and Datastream**
Financial & economic data on companies, commodities, countries, markets, and industries, and analytic and charting tools.

Eikon + Datastream access guide
Business Source Complete provides full text from 11,200 sources, including more than 1,200 scholarly business journals. This database offers information in virtually every area of business including accounting & tax, banking, finance & insurance, construction, computer science, economics and many more.

Business Source Complete also includes publications with full text such as country economic reports from the EIU, Global Insight, ICON Group and CountryWatch, detailed company profiles for the world's 10,000 largest companies as well as Bernstein's White and Black Book series with financial information.

Coverage
Not available

Resource type
Fulltext database

Simultaneous users
Unlimited

Titles indexed
Title Lists in PDF & Excel format.

Help
Available within the database.

Subjects

Allows electronic reserves
yes

Ereserves notes
Members and Authorized Users may incorporate parts of the Licensed Material in resource lists and in any other material (including but not limited to multi-media works) to be used in the course of instruction and/or in virtual and managed environments (including but not limited to virtual learning environments, managed learning environments, virtual research environments and library environments) hosted on a Secure Network (only accessible to Authorized Users by Secure Authentication). Each item shall carry appropriate acknowledgement of the source, listing title and copyright owner.

Allows coursepacks
no

Coursepack notes
Permission to include content in coursepacks is NOT included under the terms of this license. PERSISTENT LINKS to individual articles for access by Authorized Users for Permitted Uses are allowed, from within secure authentication environments.

Allows interlibrary loan
yes

Interlibrary loan notes
The license reiterates basic usage rights, including walk-in users, ILL, and scholarly sharing. Note that in a minority of cases publishers are not willing to grant a particular right, in which case the publisher will prominently post a note on the content indicating the restriction.

Online terms
http://www.ihn.bc.ca/docs/view.php?id=410
Thomson Reuters Eikon and Datastream

(Access Guide – provides instructions)

Access  Eikon + Datastream access guide

Description  Financial & economic data on companies, commodities, countries, markets, and industries, and analytic and charting tools.

Authentication note  The password for these databases will be changed often. Ask for the current log-in ID and password at the Loans Desk in the library each time you intend to use this database. Bring your SFU ID card with you. When you are on the computer with the resource installed, follow the steps in our Eikon + Datastream: Access guide to log in to all the sections.

Public note  Available in selected locations at each SFU campus. Click here for details. Restricted to current SFU students, faculty and staff with a valid SFU ID and password.

Content type  Datasets
Company fundamentals (standardized and self-reported)
M&A data,
new equity issues

Thomson Reuters Eikon & Datastream
Bond data (corporate, sovereign, municipal), bond credit ratings
S&P Capital IQ

S&P Capital IQ

Private companies
International companies
S&P Capital IQ

Corporate ownership data (listed shareholders, % owned, etc.)
Why Leveraged ETFs Are Too Risky for Retirement Accounts

W3j Blogs, 10:13 AM, 19 March 2019, 697 words, (English)

Leveraged ETFs are especially risky because they employ leverage—through the use of financial derivatives—to achieve desired gains. The benefit of leverage is that it can amplify returns when things go right, but can wreck a portfolio in the event of a downturn...
IBISWorld Industry Report 21111CA
Oil Drilling & Gas Extraction in Canada

July 2019 | Nathaniel Leach
Global; Growth Excellence Leadership Award - Blockchain-based Platform for Financial Services

Industry Research Analysis | 9551/16 | Business & Financial Services | 12 Apr 2019
"investment firms"

**SEARCH RESULTS (19)**

- **Leading investment firms in the UK 2017, by global and UK managed assets**
  Leading investment firms ranked by value of global and UK assets under management in the United Kingdom.

- **Italy: number of operative investment firms 2015-2018**
  Number of operative investment firms in Italy from 2015 to 2018.

- **Leading strategies for investment firms to attract new clients in the U.S. 2019**

- **Italy: number of authorized investment firms 2015-2018**
  Number of authorized Investment firms in Italy from 2015 to 2018 (in units).

- **Number of active venture capital investors in Europe 2013-2017**
  Total number of active venture capital (VC) investment firms in Europe from 2013 to 2017.
Private research firm reports

**Passport**

**INSURANCE AND PENSION FUNDING IN CANADA: ISIC 66**
Euromonitor International
April 2015

**MarketLine**

**COMPANY PROFILE**

**Sears Canada Inc.**

**IBISWorld Industry Report**
Investment and Asset Management in China
January 2015

**BMI Research**

**CHILE COMMERCIAL BANKING REPORT**
Includes 5-year forecasts to 2019
Academic standards

Writing

Citing
Contact the library

“Ask a Librarian” link

Chat, Phone, Email, Text, In-person…
Questions?

Moninder Lalli: moninder_lalli@sfu.ca